Supplement: People in 2018
Senior Group Leaders

**ANDREA BRAND PhD FR5 FMedSci**
Head of Institute’s Wellcome Labs, Wellcome Senior Investigator, Herchel Smith Professor of Molecular Biology, Royal Society Darwin Trust Research Professor, Member, European Molecular Biology Organization, (Member of the Department of Physiology, Development and Neuroscience)

Neha Agrawal PhD
Wellcome Research Associate

Diana Arman MSc
Herchel Smith PhD Student

Benjamin Badger BSc
Nih-Cambridge Scholar

Catherine Davison BSc
Wellcome Lab Manager (Research Associate)

Anna Hawks MPhil
Wellcome Developmental Biology PhD Student

Lea Judge BSc
Royal Society PhD Student

Robert Krautz PhD
Wellcome Research Associate

Andrew Katznelson BSc
Cambridge Commonwealth, European & International Trust MPhil Student

Florence Leroy MA
Lab Administrator

Rhys McDonough MSc
BBSRC DTP PhD Student

Wei Qiang Seow BSc
A*STAR PhD Student
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BBSRC DTP PhD Student

Wei Qiang Seow BSc
A*STAR PhD Student

**JOHN GURDON Kt DPhil DSc FR5**
Distinguished Group Leader, Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine 2012, Wellcome Senior Investigator, Foreign Associate, US National Academy of Sciences, Foreign Associate, US National Academy of Sciences Institute of Medicine, Foreign Associate, French National Academy of Sciences, Member, European Molecular Biology Organization, Member, Academia Europaea, Honorary Fellow, Royal College of Physicians, Honorary Member of American Anatomical Society, Honorary Member, Academy of Medical Sciences of Great Britain, Honorary Fellow UK Academy of Medical Sciences, (Member of the Department of Zoology)

Can Azteklin MPhil
Wellcome/Cambridge Trust Developmental Mechanisms PhD Student

Dilly Bradford
Lab Administrator

Nigel Garrett HNC
BBSRC/Wellcome Research Assistant
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**JULIE AHRINGER PhD FMedSci**
Wellcome Senior Research Fellow, Professor of Genetics and Genomics, Member, European Molecular Biology Organization, (Member of the Department of Genetics)

Alex Appert PhD
Wellcome Research Associate

Francesco Carelli PhD
Swiss National Science Foundation/EMBO Long Term Research Fellow

Chiara Cerrato MSc
Wellcome Research Associate

Yan Dong MSc
Wellcome Research Associate

Jayne Fisher
Lab Administrator

Andrea Frapporti PhD
Wellcome Research Associate

Tessa Gaarenstroom PhD
Wellcome Research Associate

Csenge Gal PhD
Wellcome Research Associate

Helen Zemmer-Brancato PhD
Wellcome Research Associate
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Wellcome Senior Research Fellow, Professor of Developmental Genetics, Member, European Molecular Biology Organization, (Member of the Department of Genetics)
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**DANIEL ST JOHNSTON PhD FRS FMedSci**
Director, Wellcome Principal Research Fellow, Professor of Developmental Genetics, Member, European Molecular Biology Organization, (Member of the Department of Genetics)

John Overton HNC
Wellcome Chief Research Technician

Amandine Palandri MSc
Wellcome Research Assistant

Andrew Prylagowski MSc
Herchel Smith PhD Student

Jennifer Eda MSc
Wellcome Research Associate/Lab Manager

Judy Sayers BA
Trinity College MPhil Student

George Sirinakis PhD
Wellcome Senior Research Associate

Ilolo Squires MSc
BBSRC Research Assistant

Vanessa Stefanak PhD
Administrative Manager for the Office of the Director

Mihoko Tame PhD
Wellcome Research Associate/Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual European Fellow

Vivien Tsang MPhil
BBSRC Research Assistant
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**EVA HÖRMANSEDER PhD MRC Research Associate**

Evana Hörmanseder PhD
MRC Research Associate

**EVA HÖRMANSEDER PhD MRC Research Associate**

Evana Hörmanseder PhD
MRC Research Associate

**HÉLÈNE DOERFLINGER PhD**
Wellcome Research Associate/Public Engagement Manager
AstraZeneca Research Assistant
Wellcome Chief Research Technician
Nicola Geisler BSc
Cancer Research UK/Wellcome Senior Research Associate
Yaron Galanty PhD
Cancer Research UK Information Specialist
Kate Dry PhD
Wellcome Clinical PhD Student
Harveer Dev MA MSc MB BChir MRCS
Assistant Cancer Research UK/Mission Therapeutics Research
Mukerrem Demir BSc
Cancer Research UK Research Assistant
Ramsay Bowden MA MPhil MB BChir
Cancer Research UK Research Associate
Serena Bologna PhD
Cancer Research UK/Action for A-T Research Associate
Rimma Belotserkovskaya PhD
Cancer Research UK Research Technician
Linda Baskcomb MSc
Cancer Research UK Senior Chief Research Laboratory Technician
Rima Belotserkovskaya PhD
Cancer Research UK Action for A-T Research Associate
Serena Bologna PhD
Cancer Research UK Research Associate
Ramsay Bowden MA MPhil MB BChir
Wellcome Clinical PhD Student
Julia Coates MA
Cancer Research UK Research Assistant
Mukerrem Demir BSc
Cancer Research UK/Mission Therapists Research Assistant
Harveer Dev MA MSc MB BChir MRC5
Wellcome Clinical PhD Student
Kate Dry PhD
Cancer Research UK Information Specialist
Yaron Galanty PhD
Cancer Research UK/Wellcome Senior Research Associate
Nicola Geisler BSc
Wellcome Chief Research Technician
Maryam Ghaderi Najafzadabi MSc
AstraZeneca Research Assistant
Chris Penfold PhD
MRC Research Associate (Bioinformatics)
Angela Simione PhD
Wellcome/MRC Research Associate (Bioinformatics)
Ming-Hsuan Wen MSc
Taiwan Government/Wellcome PhD Student
Mareike Herzog PhD
Wellcome Research Assistant/Associate (formerly Wellcome PhD Student) (joint with Sanger Institute)
Soren Houg BS
Wellcome Research Assistant
Rebecca Lloyd BA
BBRC/AstraZeneca CASE PhD Student
Donna Loomis BSc
PHE PhD Student
Maria Martin Agudo BSc
Wellcome Research Assistant
David Morales BSc
CGNACYT Cambridge PhD Student
Francisco Muñoz Martinez PhD
Wellcome/AstraZeneca Research Associate
Domenico Deriu MSc
Cancer Research UK PhD Student
Fabiо Puddu PhD
Cancer Research UK Research Associate
Ellisenda Raja OUS BSc
Action for A-T Research Assistant
Helen Reed
Lab Administrator
Israel Salguero Corbacho PhD
Cancer Research UK Research Associate
Matylda Szafraniec-Cliff MSc
Cancer Research UK/Mission Therapists Research Associate
Rohan Shaparan BSc
BBRC/Horizon PhD Student
John Thomas PhD
Wellcome Research Associate (Bioinformatics)
TONY KOZUARIDES PhD FRs FMedsC
Professor of Cancer Biology, Cancer Research UK Gibs Fellow, Director of the Milner Therapeutics Institute, Member, European Molecular Biology Organization, (Member of the Department of Pathology)
Minaam Abbas BA
Gates Cambridge Trust PhD Student
Andrej Alendar MSc
Cancer Research UK Research Assistant
Carlos Almeida Guedes de Melo PhD
Cancer Research UK/Bloodwise Research Associate
Paulo Amaral PhD
Cancer Research UK Research Associate
Andrew Bannister PhD
Cancer Research UK Senior Research Associate, Senior Radiation Protection Supervisor
Isaia Barbiéri PhD
Kay Kendall Leukaemia Fund Research Associate
Ka Hing (Harvey) Che PhD
Bloodwise Research Associate
Alistair Cook GibB
Cancer Research UK Chief Research Technician
Nanishk Han PhD
Cancer Research UK Research Associate (Bioinformatics)
Tommaso Leonardi PhD
Cancer Research UK Research Associate (Bioinformatics)
RICK LIVSEY MB BChir PhD
Wellcome Senior Investigator, University Reader in Molecular Neuroscience, Director, Alzheimer’s Research UK Stem Cell Research Centre, (Member of the Department of Biochemistry)
Philip Brownjohn PhD
Alzheimer’s Research UK Research Associate
Ashley Campbell MSc
Open Targets Researcher
Lewis Evans PhD
Open Targets Senior Research Associate
Jayne Fisher
Lab Administrator
Elisa Ghirardini PhD
Wellcome Research Associate
Moritz Haneklaus PhD
Open Targets Postdoctoral Researcher
Silvia Hnatova MPhil
Wellcome Developmental Mechanisms PhD Student
Oi Ying (Christy) Hung PhD
Alzheimer’s Research UK Research Associate
Federica Marino PhD
Alzheimer’s Research UK Research Associate
AbCam PhD Student
Steven Moore PhD
Wellcome Research Associate
Francesco Paonezza PhD
Alzheimer’s Research UK Research Associate
James Smith BSc
Alzheimer’s Research UK Research Associate
Ravi Solanki BA
Sir Peter Vaux/Cotts Totten/Francisco Paonezza PhD Student
Frances St George-Hyslop MPhil
Biological Anthropology PhD Student
Alessio Strano MPhil
Wellcome (formerly Wellcome Developmental Biology) PhD Student
Victoria Stubbs PhD
IMI/MRC Research Associate
Ellie Tuck BSc
Alzheimer’s Research UK/Wellcome Research Assistant
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JENNIFER GALLOP PhD
Group Leader, (Member of the Department of Biochemistry)
Edward Allgeyer PhD
Wellcome Senior Research Associate
Ulrich Dobramysl PhD
Herchel Smith Postdoctoral Research Fellow
Jonathan Gadsby PhD
ERC/Wellcome Research Associate
Pantelis Savvas Ioannou MSc
MedImmune PhD Student
Iris Jarsch PhD
Wellcome/ERC Research Associate

Lynn Froggett
Lab Administrator
Wolfham Grunh PhD
Wellcome Research Associate
Mai Gu PhD
Wellcome Research Assistant/Lab Manager
Nadia Gueorguieva BSc
Wellcome Research Assistant
Naoko Irie PhD
MRC Research Associate/Senior Research Associate
Yong Hee Kim PhD
National Research Foundation of Korea Postdoctoral Fellow
Caroline Lee OMC
Wellcome Chief Research Technician, Radiation Protection Supervisor

Sun Min Lee PhD
Wellcome Research Associate
Christopher Penfold PhD
Wellcome Research Associate (Bioinformatics)
Merrick Pierson Smela BS
Winston Churchill Scholarship MPhil Student
Anastasiya Sybina MSc
Wellcome Stem Cell PhD Student
Walfred Tang PhD
Croucher Research Fellow (formerly Croucher Cambridge International PhD Student)
Frederick Wong PhD
Wellcome Research Associate
Qi Yin PhD
Wellcome Research Associate

MERITXELL HUCH PhD
Wellcome Sir Henry Dale Fellow, Wellcome-Beit Prize Fellow, (Member of the Department of Physiology, Development and Neuroscience)

Luigi Aloia PhD
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual European Fellow/NC3Rs Research Associate
Robert Arnes BSc
Wellcome Research Assistant

Bishara Marzook PhD
ERC Research Associate
Julia Mason BSc
Wellcome/ERC Research Associate
Kathy Oswald MA
Lab Administrator
Benjamin Richier PhD
ERC Research Associate
Hanae Shimo (aka Kondo) MSc
Wellcome/ERC PhD Student (formerly Funai Foundation PhD Student)

Chiara Vassia Ioannou MSc
MedImmune PhD Student
Iris Jarsch PhD
Wellcome/ERC Research Associate

Laura Broutier PhD
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual European Fellow/ISSF Research Associate
Lucia Cordero Espinoza MPhil
Wellcome Stem Cell EU H2020 PhD Student

AZIM SURANI PhD CBE FRS FMedSci
Director of Germline and Epigenetics Research, Wellcome Senior Investigator, Member, European Molecular Biology Organization, Member Academy Europaea, Associate Fellow, Third World Academy of Sciences, (Member of the Department of Physiology, Development and Neuroscience)
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Maud Borensztain PhD
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual European Fellow
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Nakajima Foundation/St John's College Benefactor's Scholar PhD Student
Ragini Medhi MPhil
STORM Therapeutics Ltd PhD Student
Guillermo Vidal BSc
Wellcome PhD Student (joint with Martin Hemberg)
Laurence Pirene MSc
Foundation for Science and Technology MPhil Student
Anna Protasio PhD
inStem NCBS Research Fellow
Audrey Putman BSc
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MARTIN HEMBERG PhD
Associate Group Leader, Group Leader, Wellcome Sanger Institute, (Member of the Wellcome Sanger Institute)

Tallalab Andrews PhD
Postdoctoral Researcher

Ilia Georgakopoulos-Soares BSc
PhD Student

Louis-François Handfield PhD
Postdoctoral Researcher

Jacob Hekxema BSc
MSc Student

Jimmy (Tsz Hang) Lee PhD
Postdoctoral Researcher

Nicholas Keone Lee BA
Sanger Institute PhD Student

Guillermo Parada BSc
Wellcome PhD Student (joint with Eric Miska)

Cristian Riccio MSc
Wellcome Mathematical Genomics and Medicine PhD Student (joint with Eric Miska)

Kaijuan Shen PhD
Postdoctoral Researcher

BEN SIMONS PhD
Associate Group Leader, Herchel Smith Professor of Physics, Cavendish Laboratory, Royal Society EP Abraham Research Professor

Roberta Azzarelli PhD
Stem Cell Institute Research Associate

Lemonia Chatzeli PhD
Stem Cell Institute Research Associate

Adrien Hallou PhD
ISF Research Associate

Seungmin Han PhD
Stem Cell Institute HFSP Research Fellow

Tom Hiscock PhD
Cancer Research UK Cambridge Institute Research Associate

David Jörg PhD
Postdoctoral Researcher

Daniel Kunz MPhil
Wellcome Mathematical Genomics and Medicine PhD Student

Jamie McGinn BSc
CRUK PhD Student (joint with Dr Alcole), Stem Cell Institute

Hayden Selvadurai PhD
Research Assistant

Min Kyu Yum PhD
Stem Cell Institute Research Associate

Patricia Da Silva Inacio PhD
Wellcome/ISSF Research Associate

Nikitas Georgakopoulos BSc
EU H2020 PhD Student (shared with Department of Surgery)

Miewanthi Flamia Kaluahantrige Don BSc
BBSRC/GSK PhD Student (shared with PDN)

Gianmarco Mastrogiovanni MSc
EU H2020 Research Assistant

Mikel McKie MSci
MRC/EU H2020 PhD Student

Kathy Oswald MA
Lab Administrator

Nicole Prior PhD
EU H2020 Research Associate

HANSONG MA PhD
Wellcome Sir Henry Dale Fellow, ERC Starting Grant Researcher, (Member of the Department of Genetics)

Chieh-Yin (Ason) Chiang PhD
Wellcome Research Associate

Ying (Ivy) Di PhD
Wellcome/ISSF Research Assistant

Anna Klucnika MPhil
Wellcome Developmental Mechanisms PhD Student

Esther Cabarias Morafraile PhD
Wellcome Research Associate

Geylani Can PhD
Wellcome Research Associate

Andreas Hadjicharalambous MBiochem
MRC DTP PhD Student

Fiona Jenkinson BA
AstraZeneca PhD Student

EMMA RAWLINS PhD
MRC Senior Non-Clinical Fellow, (Member of the Department of Pathology)

Quitz Jeng PhD
MRC Research Associate

Heleen Kool PhD
MRC/Cystic Fibrosis Trust Research Associate

Florence Leroy MA
Lab Administrator

Shuyu Liu MSc
PhD Student

Kyungtae Lim PhD
MRC Research Associate/ National Research Foundation of Korea Fellow

Vishal Menon PhD
AstraZeneca Research Associate

Vanessa Sokleva MPhil
Wellcome Developmental Mechanisms PhD Student

Dawei Sun MPhil
Wellcome Developmental Mechanisms PhD Student

PHILIP ZEGERMAN PhD
Wellcome Senior Research Fellow, EMBO Young Investigator, (Member of the Department of Biochemistry)
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Geylani Can PhD
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# Milner Therapeutics Institute

### Support staff

#### Administration
- **Helen Lonergan**: BSc PGDip
  - Business and Operations Manager
- **Freya Anderson**: BSc
  - Receptionist
- **Suzanne Campbell**: BSc
  - HR/Grants Manager
- **Jane Cours**: Accounts Manager
- **Naomi Clements-Brod**: BA
  - Public Engagement Assistant
- **Hélène Doerflinger**: PhD
  - Public Engagement Manager
- **Diane Foster**: Deputy Business and Operations Manager
- **Cezary Kuczewicz**: BSc
  - Accounts/Clerical Assistant
- **Lynda Lockey**: Office Manager
- **Jessica Meyer**: BSc
  - Core Technical Co-ordinator
- **Sylviane Moss**: PhD
  - Safety and Compliance Manager
- **Dermot Nolan**: MA
  - Receptionist

#### Computing
- **Claire O’Brien**: PhD
  - Information and Communications Officer
- **Isabel Phelan**: Receptionist

#### Imaging
- **Alex Sossick**: BSc
  - Head of Microscopy and Scientific Facilities Co-ordinator, Laser Safety Officer
- **Richard Butler**: PhD
  - Research Associate (Imaging)
- **Nicola Lawrence**: PhD
  - Computer Imaging Associate, Laser Safety Officer

#### Scientific facilities
- **Charles Bradshaw**: PhD
  - Scientific Computing Specialist Lead
- **Kevin (Kay) Harnish**: MSc
  - Wellcome Research Assistant (Sequencing Facility)
- **Keerthi Sannareddy**: MSc
  - Bioinformatician

#### Combined building & services group
- **Alan Rix**: Building Services Manager
- **Clive Bennett**: Katherine Bennett
- **John Lyons**: Jovel Shubrooks
- **Tomasz Sobiesiak**: Paul Turrell

#### Media/glasswashing
- **Juanita Baker-Hay**: Media/Glass Washing Manager
- **Lisa Baker**: Kazuko Collins
  - Vince Dams
- **Tracy Mitchell**: Luciano Trevisan Mares MSc
- **Nathy Villalobos**: MA
  - Magdalena Wyskielska

#### Zest catering
- **Amanda Harris**: Melissa Plowden Roberts

#### International Scientific Advisory Board 2018

- **Professor Sir Adrian Bird** (Chair) Wellcome Trust Centre for Cell Biology, University of Edinburgh
- **Dr Geneviève Almouzni**: Institut Curie, Paris
- **Dr Ruth Lehmann**: Skirball Institute of Biomolecular Medicine, New York
- **Professor Christine Mummery**: Leiden University Medical Center, The Netherlands

---

- **Professor Peter Rigby**: Professor Emeritus of Developmental Biology
  - Dept of Molecular and Cellular Biology, Harvard University
- **Dr Sally Temple**: Neural Stem Cell Institute, New York
- **Professor Ken Zaret**: Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania